
Dave’s Animation 
Workshop Part 3 

Character AnimationCharacter Animation
This is the bit we all dread, and we find out that by 
adopting limited animation techniques and simple 
thoughtful good character design we can put a good 
story on the screen at minimum effort.



Just a reminder
•I am not an artist or actor
•I worked as an engineer
•I have never done art classes
•I didn’t start to draw until I was 40

These are the experiences of a very non-artistic 
person who enjoyed the animation films of my person who enjoyed the animation films of my 
childhood and wanted to reproduce the fun.

I had to start from scratch, this is how I did it my way!

This is a lockdown entertainment for 
Surrey Borders…I don’t expect anyone 

to take up animation.



Character animation is a specialized area of 
the animation process, which involves bringing 
animated characters to life. The role of a character animator is 
analogous to that of a film or stage actor and character 
animators are often said to be "actors with a pencil" (or a 
mouse). Character animators breathe life in their characters, 

Character animation

mouse). Character animators breathe life in their characters, 
creating the illusion of thought, emotion and personality. 

Note; it is about “bringing  animated 
characters to life” NOT NECESSARILY 

“making them lifelike”



Meet my favourite character, Michael Fish, he was 
swimming along minding his own business when he 
was suddenly hooshed into the sinking Mary Rose and 
comes face to face with Jack. He is on the screen for 6 
frames and in that time I needed to tell his story and 
bring him to life. ps this shot is not in some early prints



Just a reminder you don’t need to draw at all
•Puppets
•Glove puppets
•Models
•You can even buy armatures to dress  yourself 



Equipment



Equipment

•Homemade Light-box
•Printer scanner
•My A5 light-box for use in the 
caravan (cost £5.00 on ebay)



Software



Limited Animation

I wanted to find a way to get 
the message over

Vogue 25fps.mp4



There are 2 significant points in that 
video….but for now we will ignore those…….



Strike a Pose





Pose = key-frame
The Pose/key-frames tell you all that you need to 
know that this is a kangaroo jumping.

How many TWEENS you use to move from 
Pose/keyframe to Pose/keyframe is down to your 
taste, budget and ambition



The big difference between classical The big difference between classical 
industrialised animation and the limited 
animation is we move QUICKLY from 
pose to pose. 

Key-frame to Key-frame



Any kind of acting is about creating a compressed and 
stylised version of reality. Acting compresses time and 
exaggerates reality

•Method acting or the subtle raising of an eyebrow wont 
work in this environment 





No-one would stand like this in real life (and 
certainly not in those trousers).



We are talking about our greatest 
playwright who is famous for his 
ability to tell a story.

Shakespeare cannot be wrong



There are other 
examples where 
we can move 
directly from directly from 
pose to pose



Drawing People

The Elephant in the room:



The most difficult 
bit is the face and 
expressions



Evolution of a face

Drawings need to be worked up. The ability to 
do multiple improvements helps.
Use tracing paper and or the light-
box to draw copies.



Character design; this new concept might help



Design; Sailor, Pompey fan, bit of 
a wimp, unlucky, cheerful, not 
good looking.







Evolution of evil the Boatswain

•Cauliflower ear
•Flattened nose
•Rotted Teeth
•Pot Belly•Pot Belly
•Selfish
•Mean

Note; squashed versions of 
the boatswain to make up 
the rest of the press gang



Note the 
eyebrows 

not 
attached to 
anything!



Squash and Stretch

This is not reality either



Classic animation tricks 
such as squash/stretch 

“bed springs” and 
exaggeration

Avarice Shock

Fear

Squash

I would have liked to 
squash/stretch the boot 



Note : Eyebrows not fixed to head….do you like the hat flying off and landing back on?





Ink and paint

•Ink and paint is fun

•I chose to “smash the 
screen” with colour

Makes it stand out •Makes it stand out 
from realistic live action

•Its up to you!



Ink and paint

Make sure 
you scan in a 
format which format which 
supports 
transparency 
(TIFF or png)



Ink and paint



Ink and paint

Woops its 
gone wrong, 
we have we have 
holes in the 
drawing 
which let 
colours 
through



Ink and paint

Fix them 
with a with a 
blob of 
black to 
fill the 
gap



Ink and paint

We now 
use the fill 
(Magic (Magic 
wand to 
clear the 
background



Ink and paint

If we want 
to fill and 
area with area with 
colour we 
use the 
Paint 
Bucket



Ink and paint

We can 
choose 
colours colours 
from a 
limited 
palette



Ink and paint

Or we can 
mix our 
ownown



Ink and paint
If you mix your own you  may want 
to record the mixture

Or just use the 
colour picker



Ink and paint

Since I don’t draw 
on the computer I on the computer I 
use only a limited 
range of function



The Model sheet



The Model sheet



The Model sheet

Useful production 
model sheets in which 
Peter  Firmin has 
drawn a complete set 
of standard poses for of standard poses for 
animator Oliver 
Postgate



The Model sheet



The Walk Sequence

The 3 step walk sequence turned out to be 4 steps
Need to think of arms and legs



Initial sketch with Initial sketch with 
all positions



The correct 4 step walk





The Walk Sequence

The 3 step walk sequence turned out to be 4 steps
Need to think of arms and legs



Faking Movement



Faking Movement



Faking Movement



Faking Movement



Faking Movement



Lip Sync



Lip Sync
Jack Mercer and Mel Blac

Before you even think of lip sync find and record your 
actors. Sounding convincing in animation is very 
difficult. I gave up and used narration



Lip Sync



Lip Sync

H,A,I S,T Smile

P,E,M U,O



Using references

•We are not alone we don’t 
need to start with art classes

•All artists do it

•No shame in using •No shame in using 
references

•If in doubt start by tracing 
characters and modifying 
them

•Soon you will be able to 
draw them yourself







Character design; this new concept might help











These commercial “art of” books are less 
useful but great fun.



Avoid these unless you are able to keep 
your life in proportion



How the stars were drawn







•Next time I was going to look at the 
organisation, getting it from idea to screen

•So many animations stop at one or two shots, 
you need to be organised to get the job 
finished.

•What about Sound?

•Lockdown is over do we want to carry on?

•If anyone want a repeat of any workshop just 
e-mail me or Rita. (me: skertch@gmail.com)


